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Abstract
We review the literature on the relationships between cortisol, stress and various forms of social
status, concluding that cortisol (and stress) is typically elevated when one chronically lacks, or
may soon lose, status. Moreover, cortisol is lower when status is higher as long as that status is
stable, enhances one’s sense of control, and does not also substantially increase one’s
responsibilities. Because cortisol is both an output (stress indicator) and input (cause of
behavioral inhibition), this low cortisol may be both a cause and consequence of stable status.
Altogether, the cortisol-status relationship depends not just on one’s status but on what that
status means for the individual (e.g., How frequent and severe are stressors? Does one feel a
sense of control? Does one need to be vigilant and deferential?).
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Stress, Cortisol, and Social Hierarchy
In the 1980’s, primate researchers, such as Sapolsky and colleagues, started reporting an
inverse relationship between adrenal stress hormones (glucocorticoids) and social rank in nonhuman primates, at least in stable hierarchies [1, 2, 3]. Ever since, the relationships among
stress, cortisol (the primary glucocorticoid in humans), and social hierarchy, and whether these
relationships hold among humans, have drawn significant scientific interest. We review the most
recent literature bearing on these relationships. We focus on the important role of the
psychological sense of control and the moderation of the cortisol-status relationship by hierarchy
stability. We conclude that cortisol is typically elevated when one chronically lacks, or may soon
lose, status [4] and that cortisol will be lower when status is higher as long as that status is stable,
enhances one’s sense of control, and does not substantially increase one’s responsibilities as well
(as often happens in organizational hierarchies).
1. Cortisol as Input and Output
Before reviewing cortisol’s relationship to social hierarchy, we briefly summarize what
higher (vs. lower) cortisol could signify, psychologically and physiologically.
1.1. Cortisol as output: cortisol as an indicator of stress. To stress researchers, cortisol
is an important outcome variable that is influenced by both acute and chronic stressors.
Controllability has emerged as a key factor predicting the cortisol response to stress, with
uncontrollable (vs. controllable) acute stressors eliciting a stronger cortisol response [5] and
uncontrollable (vs. controllable) chronic stressors predicting the pattern of cortisol across the day
[6]. The typical diurnal pattern consists of relatively high levels in the morning (with an
immediate spike in cortisol in the first 45 minutes post-awakening) followed by a steady decline
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throughout the day [7]. Chronic, uncontrollable stressors tend to be associated with a flatter
diurnal slope [6], a pattern linked to increased cardiovascular mortality risk [8].
1.2. Cortisol as input: cortisol and behavioral inhibition. Cortisol is more than just a
hormonal readout of psychological or physiological stress. Once released, it has its own effects
on behavior. One of these effects is behavioral inhibition, which is the tendency to withdraw
from (rather than approach) novel and unfamiliar stimuli [9]. Behavioral inhibition has been
widely studied by developmental psychologists examining how children respond to challenging
or unfamiliar situations [10, 11]. Among the biological bases of behavioral inhibition, cortisol
seems to play an important role, with high cortisol predicting behavioral inhibition (e.g.,
avoidance of an unfamiliar child) among children [11, 12, cf. 13].
That cortisol predicts behavioral inhibition in unfamiliar or challenging contexts is
consistent with the specific known effects of cortisol across species. For example, among rhesus
monkeys, baseline cortisol predicts the duration of freezing behavior, a specific form of
behavioral inhibition [14]. Speaking to cortisol’s causal role in freezing, one study found that
removal of the adrenal gland in rats—thereby blocking release of corticosterone (the primary
glucocorticoid hormone in rats, analogous to cortisol in humans) —impaired defensive freezing
behavior, which was subsequently restored by corticosterone administration [15]. Among adult
humans, cortisol similarly predicts indicators of inhibition, such as post-error slowing, the
tendency to slow down after making a mistake [16].
2. The relationship between Status and Cortisol (and Stress)
First, we consider recent evidence regarding main effects, that is, tests of the bivariate
relationship between various indicators of social status, power, or dominance, and measures of
either psychological stress or cortisol. We focus on several forms of status, including status in an
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organizational hierarchy, socioeconomic status (SES), and one’s position within their social
networks.
2.1. Lacking status in an organizational hierarchy. Several recent investigations have
studied status and stress in the workplace, examining individuals at various levels of status,
power, and authority within their organizations. For example, a study of government and military
leaders found that higher-level leaders (i.e., those with greater authority and more subordinates)
had lower cortisol levels (and less anxiety) than lower-level leaders [17], a relationship that was
statistically mediated by the higher-level leaders’ greater sense of control. A study of nongovernmental organizations in Portugal [18] found the inverse pattern: that those lower in the
hierarchy had lower cortisol. Although a greater sense of control was, on average, associated
with lower cortisol, this relationship reversed at lower levels of the hierarchy (for middle
managers and non-leaders). Thus, the stress-buffering benefits of control were only experienced
by those at the top of the hierarchy.
A separate study of managers in various organizations in Portugal used fuzzy-set
qualitative comparative analysis to test the necessary and sufficient conditions for stress (i.e.,
anxiety) in organizational hierarchies [19*]. The results revealed there were multiple recipes for
stress and that one’s position in the hierarchy was not a sufficient condition for either the
presence or absence of stress. Moreover, sense of control proved critical: its absence was almost
always necessary for high stress and its presence was necessary for low stress (i.e., sense of
control was present in all “recipes” for low stress).
A recent investigation examined these relationships in four samples (Switzerland, United
States, China, and Japan), measuring leadership/supervisory role, job demands, job control, and
both psychological and physiological well-being [20**]. Occupying a supervisory position (an
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ostensibly high-status position) was associated with greater job control and greater job demands.
The former was positively—and the latter negatively—associated with several indices of wellbeing. In each of the three samples for which cortisol was measured (US, China, and Japan),
there was a non-significant total effect from leadership role to cortisol but a significant positive
indirect effect via job demands—leadership role was associated with greater job demands which
predicted higher cortisol. These results highlight the complexities of assessing the cortisol-status
relationship in organizational hierarchies. In informal social hierarchies, greater social status
often confers greater social benefits without imposing greater demands or responsibility. In
formal organizational hierarchies, however, greater status typically confers both greater control
and greater responsibility. Thus, the overall effect of status on cortisol, stress, and well-being
may depend on the relative contributions of these two countervailing factors.
2.2. Lacking status in one’s social network. Several recent studies have used social
network analysis to examine the relationship between hormones and several features of one’s
social network. These studies have found that individuals with higher cortisol tend to be less
gregarious (i.e., have fewer outgoing friendship ties; [21, 22, 23*]) and tend to occupy less
influential and central positions in their social networks [23*]). Similarly, a recent study found
that children (5–12 years old) with higher baseline cortisol reported a lower density of
friendships [24].
2.3. Lacking SES. Social class has long been identified as a reliable predictor of health
and well-being. For example, in the Whitehall studies, a large-scale investigation of British civil
servants, employment grade (a facet of SES) was found to be inversely related to several
objective health outcomes (e.g., indicators of cardiovascular health) and self-perceived health
status [25]. Several more recent studies have found that lower SES individuals (or those who had
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low childhood SES) tend to have a stronger inflammatory response (e.g., pro-inflammatory
cytokines) to social stress [26, 27, 28, 29], which can be detrimental to health if chronic [30].
The relationship between SES and well-being appears to be due to several factors associated with
low SES such as diminished job control [31] and diminished financial security [32].
Research on SES and cortisol has focused on diurnal cortisol (i.e., the shape of the
cortisol response across a full day), finding that low-SES individuals show the pattern typically
associated with chronic uncontrollable stressors—a flatter diurnal slope [6, 33]. This pattern,
which has been found to mediate the relationship between SES and negative health symptoms
[34*], is moderated by sense of control: The indirect effect only emerges when control is low
[34*]. This study found that for low-SES individuals who felt a sense of control, SES was not
associated with a flatter cortisol slope. As a result, the relationship between SES and negative
physical symptoms was significantly diminished for these individuals.
2.4. Other evidence. A recent study found that women with higher facial dominance
(according to observer ratings) had lower baseline cortisol [35]. If dominant-looking women are
more likely to attain social status, this relationship may reflect the stress-buffering benefits of
social status (e.g., greater control). Although the opposite causal direction—lower cortisol
causing facial dominance—is unlikely, the authors suggest that a third variable, such as stress
during development, could affect both facial morphology and HPA activity.
3. The Moderating Role of Hierarchy Stability
In the research on cortisol and social status among non-human primates, it has been long
observed that the negative relationship between the two variables typically only holds when the
social hierarchy is stable [36]. Recent research has shown this to be the case among humans as
well. In a study of risk taking [4], it was found that the effect of social power on risk taking
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depended on the stability of the hierarchy: stable powerlessness and unstable power were
associated with preferences for greater risk due to the greater stress associated with these two
states compared to unstable powerlessness and stable power. This pattern suggests the stresspower link is moderated by hierarchy stability—power only confers lower stress when it is
stable.
A study of Chinese managers found that managers who occupied higher-level positions
within their organizational hierarchy reported less work stress but only if they also perceived
their position as stable [37]. The causal role of hierarchy stability on the status-cortisol link was
recently tested [38**] by experimentally manipulating both status and the perceived stability of
that status to examine how these factors influence cortisol reactivity to an acute social-evaluative
stressor (a public speech). Participants with unstable high status had greater cortisol reactivity
and slower recovery than those who had stable high status. Participants’ feelings of control
showed a comparable pattern: high status only increased feelings of control when that status was
stable. Another recent study [39] similarly manipulated both status and stability before
participants performed a task (a dyadic task), finding a significant interaction in predicting
greater total peripheral resistance (TPR: a cardiovascular response consistent with a threat
response [40]). Increases in TPR from baseline were greatest among the stable powerless and the
unstable powerful suggesting that these states induced the strongest threat response. These
findings are consistent with recent research suggesting that the typical behavioral effects of
power and status, such as greater approach behavior [41], often do not emerge when power is
unstable [42] or perceived as illegitimate [43].
4. Summary and Integration
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The above review of recent research suggests that the role of cortisol in social hierarchy
is multifaceted, consistent with cortisol’s multifaceted, multiply-determined nature. In some
contexts, such as SES, changes in cortisol (e.g., blunted diurnal response) may reflect the
cumulative effect of chronic stressors. In other contexts, such as organizational hierarchies,
elevated cortisol may reflect diminished control and/or greater job demands. Importantly, for
thinking about cortisol as a consequence of status, it is not status or power per se that is critical
but the sense of control that status often, but not always, affords. Unstable power and status, for
example, are not associated with lower cortisol/stress [37, 38**] or greater approach motivation
[41], instead triggering a threat response [39] typically observed among the powerless in stable
hierarchies.
In light of the behavioral effects of cortisol (i.e., behavioral inhibition), elevated cortisol
among individuals with low-status (in stable hierarchies) may underlie deferential or submissive
behavior [16]. That is, cortisol may help low-status individuals navigate their social worlds
effectively (being vigilant and acting submissively to diffuse and minimize the potential
aggression of high-status individuals). This possibility is consistent with an observation of
Eberhart and colleagues [1] in their study of talapoin monkey hierarchies. They found that the
lowest-ranking members of the social group had elevated cortisol when they were housed with
other monkeys but not when they were isolated from the group. The elevated cortisol of the lowranking monkeys when housed with other monkeys may reflect the behavioral demands of
interacting with high-ranking individuals.
Additionally, the cortisol-inhibition link suggests that lower cortisol among high-status
individuals (in organizational hierarchies and social networks) may sometimes be a cause of
status. Because low cortisol is associated with behavioral disinhibition [11, 12], which in turn is
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associated with behaviors, such as assertiveness and decisiveness that may affect leader
perceptions [44], one’s level of cortisol may affect whether one acts in a behaviorally
disinhibited way (i.e., decisively and assertively) and whether one ultimately attains status (e.g.,
emerges as a leader) in the eyes of one’s peers.
5. Future Directions
In this article, we reviewed recent research on the association between status and cortisol
(and stress) in humans. Here we discuss three key directions for future work.
5.1. Longitudinal studies. Few studies in humans have tracked within-person changes in
cortisol, stress, and status over time. New longitudinal studies can provide insight into causal
pathways and psychological mechanisms. For example, it is likely that the status-cortisol
relationship changes over time due to naturally occurring changes in the hierarchy, such as shifts
in the stability of the hierarchy, changes in job responsibilities and workload, promotions and
demotions, or the restructuring of hierarchies (e.g. corporate mergers or acquisitions). Given the
current review, these longitudinal studies may benefit from measuring sense of control and
behavioral inhibition. For example, do individuals who lack status interact regularly with higherranked individuals and if so, do they feel compelled to show deference and remain vigilant for
displays of dominance or aggression? By addressing these questions, this future research could
capture not only an individual’s objective status but also the meaning and implications of this
status for the individual. Perhaps most important, by tracking within-person changes over time,
longitudinal studies should help determine the extent to which cortisol acts as an input (i.e.,
cause) and/or output (i.e., consequence) of social status.
5.2. Stress contagion in social hierarchies. Recent research on status and cortisol has
focused primarily on associations between one’s own status and one’s own stress and cortisol
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levels. Some work suggests that stress can be “contagious”, transmitting from one person to the
other in social interactions [45]. In social hierarchies, it is possible that leaders and followers
dynamically influence each other’s cortisol levels. Yet cortisol contagion in social hierarchies
remains largely unexplored.
5.3. Testosterone, cortisol, and status. Testosterone is a reproductive hormone released
as an end product of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis in both males and females. Recent
work suggests that this hormone influences the motivation to gain status and moderates the
relationship between cortisol and status: cortisol is negatively related to status especially when
testosterone levels are high [46]. That is, the combination of low cortisol and high testosterone is
related to high status, whereas the combination of high cortisol and high testosterone is related to
low status. The cortisol-testosterone interaction predicts markers of status in hierarchies of
students, executives, and athletes (e.g., Olympic athletes), and seems to hold in both males and
females [23, 47-50].
These studies linking the cortisol-testosterone interaction to status have relied on
correlational designs. New experimental research will be needed to understand causality. Does
an increase in testosterone and a decrease in cortisol cause individuals to attain higher status in
the hierarchy, does higher status in a stable hierarchy cause cortisol levels to decrease and
testosterone levels to increase, or migh both causal pathways operate dynamically? The
psychological mechanism that explains this dual-hormone interaction on status is also unknown.
Researchers have theorized that high testosterone increases the drive for status and low cortisol
enhances behavioral disinhibition, which together increase an individual’s tendency to attain
high status [47, 49]. An alternative hypothesis is that a stable position of high status increases
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one’s sense of control, which in turn causes cortisol levels to drop and testosterone levels to rise
over time. Direct tests of these hypotheses will require additional work.
6. Conclusion
Altogether, as Sapolsky remarked in the study of glucocorticoids in primate hierarchies
[36], cortisol levels (and stress) will depend not just on an individual’s status in the hierarchy
(subordinance or dominance) but on what that status means for the individual (e.g., How
frequent and severe are stressors? Does one feel a sense of control? Does one need to be vigilant
and deferential?).
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